
Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the prevalence and seasonality of human respiratory syncytial virus (HRSV) in children 
aged 0 to 6 years, hospitalized with acute lower respiratory infection (ALRI) in São José do Rio Preto, SP, Brazil, 
and the association between age, diagnosis, and HRSV.

Methods: Between May 2004 and September 2005, we studied 290 consecutive episodes of community-acquired 
ALRI in children aged 0 to 6 years admitted to the Hospital de Base of São José do Rio Preto. In order to detect 
HRSV, nasopharyngeal secretion samples were collected and RT-PCR molecular analysis was performed.

Results: The HRSV prevalence was 29.3% for the cases of hospitalized patients with ALRI. ALRI was common 
in infants (median age = 13.5 months). HRSV was more frequent in cases of bronchiolitis (64%) and during the 
first year of life (35%). Episodes of HRSV infection occurred between fall and spring, showing higher frequency in 
2004 than in 2005. Clinical and radiological criteria were not sufficient to establish the diagnosis of infection with 
HRSV. Antibiotic therapy was used in 78.8% of episodes of HRSV.

Conclusions: There was a high prevalence of HRSV in children aged 0 to 6 years who were hospitalized for 
ALRI, predominantly in younger patients or those with bronchiolitis. The circulation of the virus varied in the two 
years studied. Our results suggest the need for laboratory diagnosis of HRSV in the clinical practice.
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Introduction

Acute lower respiratory infections (ALRIs) are 

characterized by acute inflammatory processes, either 

infectious or not, affecting alveoli, bronchioles, bronchi, and 

interstitial space.1 These diseases are responsible for high 

morbidity and mortality rates among children worldwide.2,3 

Data from the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) 

and the World Health Organization (WHO) on the prevalence 

and incidence of acute respiratory infections in Latin America 

show that they are responsible for 40 to 60% of all pediatric 

outpatient medical visits.4,5 According to the WHO, about 
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4 million children under 5 years die from ALRI every year. 

Furthermore, these diseases produce high direct and indirect 

costs with health care.6

Among the various etiologic agents causing ALRI, viruses 

are responsible for bronchiolitis and pneumonia, especially 

in children under 1 year.7,8 The main pathogen of these 

diseases in children is the human respiratory syncytial virus 

(HRSV), which has a worldwide distribution.7,8 Primarily, 

the infection with this virus affects children younger than 

2 years, with the peak incidence from 2 to 6 months. At 2 

years, approximately 95% of children have been infected 

with HRSV.9

In tropical regions, the HRSV epidemics begin in the fall 

and go through spring. In Brazil, HRSV is prevalent in the 

fall and winter, particularly from April to August/September 

each year.11 Yusuf et al.,12 studying the occurrence of HRSV 

in nine different cities around the world, found an increased 

occurrence of infection with this virus in a range of relative 

air humidity between 45-65%.

The objectives of the present study were to assess the 

prevalence and seasonality of HRSV in children aged 0 to 6 

years hospitalized for ALRI in São José do Rio Preto, state 

of São Paulo, Brazil, and the association between age, 

diagnosis, and this viral agent.

Methods

Target population and diagnostic criteria

This is a prospective consecutive case series study 

conducted to assess the prevalence of HRSV in the ALRIs of 

children admitted to the Hospital de Base (HB) of São José 

do Rio Preto, a teaching hospital that provides secondary 

and tertiary care to the population of this municipality and 

the northwest region of the state of São Paulo. The study 

was conducted from May 1st, 2004 to September 30th, 

2005. Patients were included in the study after their parents 

signed the written consent form. The present research 

project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee 

of the Faculdade de Medicina de São José do Rio Preto 

(FAMERP) (process number 062/2001).

During the study period, there were daily visits to the 

ward, emergency room, and pediatric intensive care unit 

where children are hospitalized in the HB. All children aged 

0 to 6 years with community-acquired ALRI, hospitalized 

and who were asymptomatic for a period of at least 7 

days before the onset of the symptoms were included in 

the study.13 ALRI was characterized by single or combined 

occurrence of the following physical signs and symptoms: 

cough, tachypnea, chest retractions, snoring, wheezing, 

crackling or abnormalities on chest X ray.13 Chest X rays 

were performed on the anteroposterior and lateral positions 

at the Department of Radiology of the HB, being evaluated 

by radiologists of the institution. Daily clinical follow-up of 

the children was conducted by Dr. João Batista Salomão 

Junior, head of the Department of Child Pulmonology of 

the HB. ALRIs were classified as isolated pneumonia, 

pneumonia with pleural effusion, bronchiolitis and acute 

wheezing according to the diagnostic recommendations of 

the PAHO/WHO.5,13,14 

Pneumonia was diagnosed in children with cough, 

tachypnea and intercostal retractions, as well as lung 

auscultation showing snoring and crackling and chest 

X ray evidencing segmental or lobar opacity. The most 

extensive cases of pneumonia accompanied by toxemia and 

pleural effusion on the X ray were classified as pneumonia 

with pleural effusion. The diagnosis of bronchiolitis was 

established in children younger than 2 years who presented 

with tachypnea, bilateral wheezing, with no similar history 

and whose chest X ray showed signs of diffuse pulmonary 

hyperinflation with or without atelectasis. For the diagnosis 

of acute wheezing, the following symptoms were considered: 

cough, snoring and expiratory wheezing in children up to 

6 years old, X ray evidencing hyperinflation, peribronchial 

or normal interstitial lesion.

The respiratory rate to establish the diagnosis 

(tachypnea) was adjusted for age14: 60 bpm or higher 

for children younger than 2 months; 50 bpm or higher for 

children from 2 to 12 months; 40 bpm or higher for children 

older than 12 months.

Data collection

We collected information on children’s history, 

socioeconomic status, clinical signs, and diagnosis on 

admission.

The clinical picture was followed up daily until hospital 

discharge. Therapeutic procedures were not predetermined, 

being used according to the clinical and radiographic 

parameters of each case.

Sample collection

The collection of nasopharyngeal secretions was done 

using a swab and a neonatal suction catheter after thinning 

with 1 mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2). The 

collection was carried out after the child received initial care 

in the morning, from Monday through Friday. The sample 

was collected on Mondays from those patients hospitalized 

over the weekend. The material was placed in a labeled vial, 

packed in coolers with ice, and taken to the laboratory for 

the processing of the samples within 1 hour.

Sample processing and analysis 

The biological material was processed in the laboratory 

immediately after its arrival. The aspirates were divided into 

aliquots containing 750 µL of Trizol-LS (Gibco®, Invitrogen/

Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and stored in ultra-freezer until 
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Primer Position Sequence (5’-3’) Reference

GAB (+) 504-524, protein G YCAYTTTGAAGTGTTCAACTT Peret et al.15

F1AB (-) 3-22, protein G CAACTCCATTGTTATTTGCC Peret et al.16

FV (-) 163-186, protein F GTTATGACACTGGTATACCAACC Zheng et al.17

Table 1 - Primers used in PCR

the analysis. RNA extraction was performed according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions.

A High-Capacity cDNA Archive kit (Applied Biosystems®, 

Invitrogen/Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used to obtain 

the cDNA, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

The identification of HRSV was performed by nested-PCR 

using the primers shown in Table 1. After identification 

of the virus in the clinical samples, these samples were 

cultured in HEP-2 cell strain with intervals of 7, 14 and 

21 days. Next, the technique was performed again to 

identify the virus.

Statistical analysis

Data analysis was carried out using the Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 15.0 

(SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). The results are expressed as 

percentage or median, showing minimum and maximum 

values. Monthly prevalence rates of HRSV were calculated in 

the episodes of ALRI in hospitalized children. Comparisons 

were made using the Fischer’s exact test, chi-square 

test or Mann-Whitney test, as appropriate, considering 

a significance level of p ≤ 0.05.

Results

Episodes of hospitalization for ALRI

During the study period, from May 1st, 2004 to 

September 30th, 2005, there were 58,485 admissions to 

the Hospital de Base, with 5,320 (9.1%) hospitalizations of 

children between 0-6 years. Among these hospitalizations, 

those identified with respiratory diseases accounted for 

1,431 admissions (26.9% of hospitalizations of children), 

and 303 episodes of ALRI (21.2% of hospitalizations for 

respiratory disease in children).

There was no refusal from parents or guardians 

regarding their children’s participation in the study. Of the 

303 episodes of ALRI, 290 were prospectively analyzed 

because there was loss of 13 samples of nasopharyngeal 

secretion during transportation to the laboratory (four in 

December 2004, four in January 2005, four in February 

2005, and one in March 2005). These episodes occurred 

in 278 children, since 10 children were hospitalized twice 

and one child had three hospitalizations for ALRI during 

the study period. None of the children had a new infection 

in one month, which was the period used to calculate 

the prevalence rates of HRSV.

In terms of age, 134 patients were infants (48.2%), 

64 were children from 13 to 24 months (23.0%) and 80 

were older than 24 months (28.8%). In hospitalizations for 

ALRI studied, 274 (94.5%) occurred in the hospital ward, 

14 (4.8%) in emergency room, and only two cases in the 

intensive care unit (0.7%). The median hospital stay was 

5 days (minimum = 1 and maximum = 62).

The reasons for hospitalization were isolated pneumonia 

in 48.6% (n = 141) of cases, pneumonia with pleural effusion 

in 10.7% (n = 31), bronchiolitis in 17.2% (n = 50), and 

children with acute wheezing in 23.4% (n = 68).

In the course of the disease, there was one death 

of a 3-month-old infant hospitalized with pneumonia 

and congenital heart disease, who developed respiratory 

failure, renal failure, septic shock, and cardiac arrest 

after 2 months of hospitalization. HRSV was not detected 

in this child.

Hospitalizations for ALRI were more frequent between 

June and November 2004 (winter and spring months) as 

shown in Figure 1. In 2005, there were no admissions for 

ALRI in January and only one child was hospitalized in 

February. Hospitalizations occurred mainly from March on, 

declining in September, last month of the study.

Episodes of infection with ALRI

Of the 290 episodes analyzed, the prevalence of HRSV 

was 29.3% (n = 85), 54 episodes in 2004 (43.9% of 

123 episodes in that year) and 31 in 2005 (18.6% of 

167 episodes in that year). One child had two episodes 

in which the virus was detected; the first hospitalization 

was in March and the second one was in August 2005. 

All children infected with HRSV were admitted in the ward 

of the Hospital de Base.

During all months with episodes of ALRI, we found the 

presence of HRSV, except in February 2005, with only one 

episode of ALRI that was negative for HRSV. The HRSV 

episodes occurred mainly in the winter and spring 2004 

and fall 2005.

Acute infections with HRSV in hospitalized children – Salomão Junior JB et al.
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Figure 1 - Total number of episodes of acute lower respiratory 
infections and episodes with human respiratory syncytial 
virus (HRSV) per month in children admitted to the 
Hospital de Base between May 2004 and September 
2005

HRSV = human respiratory syncytial virus.

  Number of episodes   HRSV prevalence (%)

Age (months)  0 to 12 13 to 24 Older than 24 0 to 12 13 to 24 Older than 24

Pneumonia 63 36 42 25.4 19.4 26.2

Pneumonia with pleural effusion 3 12 16 * 25 18.8

Bronchiolitis 48 2 0 62.5 * .

Acute wheezing 29 17 22 6.9 11.8 31.8

Total 143 67 80 35 20.9 26.3

Table 2 - Prevalence of human respiratory syncytial virus by age group among all children and for diagnosis of episodes of acute lower 
respiratory infection in children admitted to Base Hospital between May 2004 and September 2005 in São José do Rio Preto, 
Brazil

HRSV = human respiratory syncytial virus.
* Prevalence cannot be estimated due to the small number or absence of episodes.

HRSV was detected in 35.0% of 165 episodes in children 

aged 0-11 months of life; in 20.9% of 79 episodes in children 

from 13 to 24 months; and in 26.3% of 48 episodes in 

children older than 24 months (Table 2). Regarding the 

diagnosis, HRSV was positive in 24.1% of 141 episodes of 

pneumonia, 25.8% of 31 cases of pneumonia with pleural 

effusion, 64.0% of 50 cases of bronchiolitis, and 16.2% of 

68 cases with acute wheezing. In the cases of pneumonia, 

virus prevalence was similar in the different age groups 

studied. In bronchiolitis, which occurred primarily among 

children in the first year of life, HRSV was diagnosed in 

62.5% of cases in this age group. In children with acute 

wheezing, there was an increase in the prevalence of HRSV 

as children grow older (p = 0.048).

Analysis of the signals present in episodes of ALRI 

showed that the most frequent were cough (93.1%), fever 

(91.0%), and coryza (62.1%). Nasal obstruction was present 

in about 50% of the patients and sneezing was detected 

in approximately 1/3 of the episodes. During the hospital 

stay, most children had good general health state (77.2%). 

Cough was the only sign that was statistically associated with 

HRSV infection, although the difference was not clinically 

significant (88.2 vs. 95.4% of cough episodes with and 

without infection with HRSV, respectively).

During hospital stay, shortness of breath (72.4%) 

and wheezing (71.0%) were the most common clinical 

pulmonary manifestations shown by the patients with 

ALRI. Rales and wheezing were present in about half of 

the hospitalized children. There was a significant positive 

association between infection with HRSV and occurrence 

of intercostal retractions (p = 0.03).

Regarding the use of antibiotics, about half (52.1%) of the 

children used antibiotics before hospital admission and 78.3% 

during hospitalization. In episodes with HRSV infection, 

78.8% received antibiotics during hospitalization.

Discussion

In the present study we investigated the prevalence 

and seasonality of HRSV in children aged 0 to 6 years 

hospitalized for ALRI in São José do Rio Preto, state of São 

Paulo, Brazil, and the association between age, diagnosis, 

and this viral agent.

This study assessed 96% of all cases of ALRI in children 

who required hospitalization during the study period in a 

tertiary referral hospital offering health care to a population 

of approximately 1 million people. In the 290 episodes of 

ALRI we evaluated, the prevalence of HRSV was 29.3%. 

Costa et al.,18 evaluating 379 episodes of ALRI in children 

younger than 5 years old hospitalized in Uberlândia, state 

of Minas Gerais, Brazil, found HRSV-positive results in 

26.4% of cases.

Acute infections with HRSV in hospitalized children – Salomão Junior JB et al.
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Several studies have shown that HRSV is a frequent cause 

of acute respiratory infections in children under 5 years, 

reaching 21 to 68% of the cases investigated.18-20 This wide 

variation can be explained considering the following aspects: 

different methodologies used to establish the diagnosis, 

study site, diseases studied, duration of the study, period of 

the year, age of the patients included, number of samples, 

health care and hospitalization setting. 

The percentage of viral identification in children with 

ALRI is associated with clinical picture.21 The HRSV was 

found in 24% of cases of pneumonia and 26% of pneumonia 

with pleural effusion. Most studies of HRSV in ALRI do not 

differentiate pneumonia with pleural effusion. However, a 

study of hospitalized children with ALRI showed that the 

HRSV prevalence was lower in hospitalized children who 

had pleural effusion than in those who had pneumonia 

without this complication,22 contradicting the findings of 

the present study. Although it can occur in viral pneumonia, 

pleural effusion has been more frequently found in cases 

of bacterial infection.23 The technique used to detect viral 

infection in the present study included cell culture, which is 

safe to determine current viral infections. However, since the 

detection of other infectious agents was not the objective 

of our study, it is not possible to exclude the possibility that 

these cases had co-infection with other infectious agents.

The high frequency of infection with HRSV in children 

with bronchiolitis in the present study is consistent with 

the literature.7,8

The study period, from May 2004 to September 2005, 

covered two winters, part of two falls, one spring and one 

summer. Our study began when the episodes of ALRI in the 

hospitalized children began to occur in 2004 and lasted until 

there was a significant decrease in the number of episodes 

in 2005. The study was discontinued after 10 days without 

hospitalization for ALRI. The analysis of results, considering 

the prevalence of HRSV for each month, enabled us to 

evaluate the presence of seasonality.

HRSV infections occurred from fall to spring, as it has 

been described in the literature,3,7,9 with peaks in March 

and April, similar to that observed in Ribeirão Preto, state 

of São Paulo, by Cintra et al.,19 and in Uberlândia, state of 

Minas Gerais, by Costa et al.18 Furthermore, the prevalence 

of HRSV in children hospitalized for ALRI was higher in 

2004 than in 2005, even when comparing only the same 

months in both years, suggesting that the viral circulation 

varied between these years. Investigating the presence 

of groups A and B of HRSV in a period of 7 years in Porto 

Alegre, state of Rio Grande do Sul, Straliotto et al.24 found 

circulation of this virus in the community throughout the 

year, including summer.

Clinical data were not correlated with the presence of 

HRSV infection in the present study, except for intercostal 

retractions and coughing; however, even these associations 

were not clinically relevant.

In children with wheezing, there was a lower prevalence 

of HRSV positive results than in the other diagnoses 

considered. There was an increase in the prevalence in older 

children. In the literature, although HRSV in children with 

wheezing is common, this clinical sign was not sufficient for 

the identification of HRSV infection.25 Bronchiolitis occurred 

almost exclusively in children under 1 year and was diagnosed 

with a higher prevalence of HRSV infection.

In cases of pneumonia, the prevalence of HRSV infection 

was similar in the age groups studied. This finding is in 

disagreement with the literature, which describes HRSV 

infection associated with pneumonia in children younger 

than 2 years.9,26 In the present study, our results showed 

higher frequency of HRSV infection in children under 1 year, 

suggesting that they are more susceptible to HRSV, as it 

has been previously reported.27

The present study showed that the clinical and radiological 

criteria were not sufficient to identify the etiology of the 

HRSV infection. Children received antibiotics very often both 

before and during hospitalization, and such procedure was 

similar in the groups with and without HRSV infection.

The primary objective of the present study was to 

estimate the prevalence of HRSV as the etiologic agent of 

ALRI in this population and we did not interfere with the 

patients’ treatment. The laboratory tests for identification 

of HRSV were performed after the collection of all samples 

at the end of the study and were not available upon 

hospital admission. Therefore, the high frequency of 

antibiotic use observed in our study corresponded to use 

in the daily clinical practice, with uncontrolled use of this 

kind of medication.3,28,29 The results show the need for 

a diagnostic based on laboratory tests to identify HRSV 

infection in the clinical practice. HRSV is a frequent agent 

in ALRIs and its diagnosis can prevent the inappropriate 

use of antibiotics, which can cause bacterial superinfection 

in children with viral infections, originating resistant forms 

of bacteria, increasing the occurrence of side effects and 

treatment costs.28,29

The laboratory identification of the virus can directly 

influence the suspension of prescription of antibiotics for 

these patients. In a hospital in Cordoba, Argentina, the 

frequency of initial prescription of antibiotics for patients 

hospitalized with pneumonia caused by HRSV did not change 

after the implementation of routine laboratory technique for 

diagnosis of this virus, but there was a significant increase 

in its suspension after the confirmation of the etiology.30 

The techniques available for the laboratory diagnosis 

(immunofluorescence and molecular techniques), which 

used to be expensive and time consuming, restricted to 

research laboratories, currently are available in clinical 

laboratories at a lower cost and can be included in clinical 

routine. Despite their higher cost, molecular techniques to 

detect viral agents are the most sensitive and specific for 

diagnosis than direct immunofluorescence with monoclonal 

Acute infections with HRSV in hospitalized children – Salomão Junior JB et al.
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antibodies31 and make it possible to identify viral strains 

in the population. 

The potential limitation of the present study is the fact 

that we evaluated only children with more severe ALRI who 

required hospitalization in a tertiary hospital. The results 

showed different prevalence rates of the virus in 2004 and 

2005, even when comparing the same months of follow-

up in both years. Further studies, which are broader and 

longer, involving other hospitals and medical centers of 

varying complexities are needed to better characterize the 

clinical and epidemiological aspects of HRSV infections in 

the geographical area studied, as well as the role of HRSV 

in milder cases of ALRI. Although the results show high 

frequency of antibiotic use in children infected with HRSV, 

the performance of laboratory tests at the end of our study 

did not allow to assess the impact of the diagnosis of viral 

infection on the frequency of antibiotic prescriptions. 

In conclusion, the present study contributes to establish 

the prevalence of HRSV in children hospitalized for ALRI 

and suggests the need for an accurate and sensitive 

diagnosis, enabling a more appropriate treatment of these 

infections.
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